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Looking for something to read?  See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful.  We will be adding to the list over time.   
 

[Posted: April 15, 2020—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are lower this morning.  The 

EuroStoxx 50 is down 2.1% from its last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 closed down 

0.4% from the prior close.  Chinese markets were lower, with the Shanghai Composite down 

0.6% and the Shenzhen Composite down 0.5%.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a lower 

open.   
 

Today’s risk-off stance in the markets comes as we’re finally getting earnings and economic data 

that more fully reflect the impact of the coronavirus crisis.  Several figures have come in worse 

than anticipated (see below), tempering the recent positive vibe from government planning for an 

economic reopening. 
 

COVID-19:  Official data show confirmed cases have risen to 1,997,321 worldwide, with 

128,011 deaths and 500,996 recoveries.  In the U.S., confirmed cases rose to 609,685, with 

26,059 deaths and 49,966 recoveries.  Here is the chart of infections from the Financial Times: 
 

 
 

 

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Bill O’Grady, Thomas Wash, and 

Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA 

http://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/reading-list/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/14/us/coronavirus-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
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Virology 

• New York City yesterday raised its estimated death toll from the virus to more than 

10,000 from the previous estimate of about 6,600, mostly because it is now counting 

those who had COVID-19 listed as a probable cause of death on their death certificate 

even if they hadn’t tested positive for the virus.  The revision highlights the continuing 

problem of undercounted cases and deaths, which has also been extensive in countries 

like the U.K., Italy, and probably China. 

• New reports say many of the “imported” coronavirus cases reported by China represent 

travelers crossing from Russia into the northern province of Heilongjiang. 

o Despite official data showing only a limited number of cases, epidemiologists 

suspect the outbreak is now spreading rapidly in Russia. 

o In recent days, China has sealed off parts of its border with Russia and established 

a field hospital at the once-bustling border city of Suifenhe. 

Real Economy 

• In its latest World Economic Outlook, the IMF estimated the coronavirus crisis will 

reduce global economic output by 3.0% in 2020, followed by a rebound of 5.8% in 2021.  

U.S. output is projected to fall 5.9%, followed by a rebound of 4.7% next year. 

o The declines this year would dwarf the global pullbacks in 2009, during the 

Global Financial Crisis, making this the worst global recession since the 1930s. 

o As if that weren’t bad enough, analysts see the balance of risks as being weighted 

to the downside. 

• San Francisco FRB President Daly warned that the recovery from the coronavirus crisis 

is unlikely to be swift, even if the threat of illness is contained quickly. 

• The International Energy Agency issued an updated forecast that global demand for crude 

oil will fall by 29 million barrels per day in April and by 9.3 million bpd for all of 2020. 

o The figures equal 29% and 9% of demand, respectively, in the same periods of 

2019. 

o The news is driving oil prices sharply lower so far today. 

• Although the crisis has undercut prices for most commodities other than gold, it’s now 

proving positive for coffee prices, which are up 18% since their most recent low in late 

January. 

• Despite the gloomy news on the economic impact of the crisis, plans for gradually 

reopening the economy continue to solidify, with President Trump saying yesterday that 

his administration will soon start working with each state to develop its own 

individualized program for reopening.  Some would open before the administration’s 

voluntary social distancing guidelines lapse at the end of April. 

o California Gov. Gavin Newsom laid out six indicators that he said would help 

determine when he begins to modify his stay-at-home order.  The indicators 

include expanding virus testing, meeting the needs of hospitals in case of 

additional surges, and offering guidelines for businesses and schools to practice 

physical distancing. 

o Oregon Democratic Gov. Kate Brown announced similar steps. 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/nursing-homes-remain-a-concern-as-new-yorks-coronavirus-outbreak-appears-to-plateau-11586892250?mod=article_inline
https://www.wsj.com/articles/nursing-homes-remain-a-concern-as-new-yorks-coronavirus-outbreak-appears-to-plateau-11586892250?mod=article_inline
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-death-toll-in-europe-likely-far-higher-than-first-reported-11586896486?mod=hp_lead_pos11
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-death-toll-in-europe-likely-far-higher-than-first-reported-11586896486?mod=hp_lead_pos11
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-tightens-russia-border-to-stem-surge-of-coronavirus-cases-11586881584?mod=article_inline
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-tightens-russia-border-to-stem-surge-of-coronavirus-cases-11586881584?mod=article_inline
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/Issues/2020/04/14/weo-april-2020
https://www.wsj.com/articles/san-francisco-fed-chief-casts-doubt-on-v-shaped-recovery-11586943003
https://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-demand-projected-to-fall-by-record-amount-11586940434?mod=hp_lead_pos4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-demand-projected-to-fall-by-record-amount-11586940434?mod=hp_lead_pos4
https://www.ft.com/content/31e4568b-635a-4f80-a6d8-fb4b6556a472
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-coronavirus-infections-near-two-million-11586853858?mod=hp_lead_pos2
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-coronavirus-infections-near-two-million-11586853858?mod=hp_lead_pos2
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-coronavirus-infections-near-two-million-11586853858?mod=hp_lead_pos2
https://www.ft.com/content/ea0da864-f890-4822-a734-57b1e763f353
https://www.ft.com/content/ea0da864-f890-4822-a734-57b1e763f353
https://www.ft.com/content/ea0da864-f890-4822-a734-57b1e763f353
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o A draft FEMA and CDC plan would prioritize reopening “community settings 

where children are cared for, including K-12 schools, daycares, and locally 

attended summer camps, to allow the workforce to return to work." 

U.S. Policy Responses 

• Ten of the 12 largest U.S. airlines have reached an “agreement in principle” with the 

federal government to accept financial aid aimed at preventing layoffs as provided in the 

$2.2 trillion CARES economic support act.  In return, it appears that each airline will 

have to eventually return 30% of the money, with interest (boosting its debt load), and 

also offer the government warrants for about 1% of its stock. 

International Policy Responses 

• Responding to IMF and World Bank requests, the G-7 group of large, advanced countries 

approved allowing poor countries to postpone their debt payments for up to 14 months to 

free up funds for their fight against the coronavirus.  However, the deal is conditioned on 

the participation of all G-20 countries. 

• In contrast with the wide support for the debt relief measures mentioned above, the U.S. 

and some other countries are resisting an IMF proposal to create additional reserve assets 

(“special drawing rights,” or SDRs) in order to help low-income emerging economies 

cope with the pandemic. 

• The People’s Bank of China today cut its key one-year medium-term lending facility rate 

to a record-low of 2.95% from 3.15% previously. 

o Cutting the MLF rate, which is the benchmark against which the PBOC lends to 

commercial banks, should reduce funding costs for Chinese banks and encourage 

them to lend at lower rates. 

o State media have been reporting in recent days that more economic support 

measures could also be coming. 

• Faced with shortages of ventilators and other medical equipment to fight the pandemic, 

the Australian government has promised to nurture local manufacturing to ensure it is 

less reliant on global supply chains (and China, in particular).  The new policy marks 

another step away from the globalization trend of recent decades. 

Political Fallout 

• President Trump announced that U.S. funding for the WHO (amounting to approximately 

$450 million, or about one-quarter of the organization’s budget) will be suspended while 

a review is conducted to assess its role in “severely mismanaging and covering up the 

spread of the coronavirus.” 

o He specifically called out the WHO for being too beholden to China, even though 

Beijing only provides about $40 million per year to the group. 

o Other observers have also criticized the WHO for not pressing China to clean up 

its wildlife markets, for not being fully transparent about Chinese coronavirus 

infections, and for being late to declare a global pandemic. 

 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2020/04/14/cdc-fema-have-created-plan-reopen-america-heres-what-it-says/?stream=top&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2020/04/14/cdc-fema-have-created-plan-reopen-america-heres-what-it-says/?stream=top&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter
https://www.wsj.com/articles/treasury-airlines-reach-agreement-on-aid-11586898079?mod=hp_lead_pos3
https://www.wsj.com/articles/treasury-airlines-reach-agreement-on-aid-11586898079?mod=hp_lead_pos3
https://www.wsj.com/articles/g-7-countries-support-debt-relief-for-poorest-countries-if-joined-by-full-g-20-11586871963
https://www.wsj.com/articles/g-7-countries-support-debt-relief-for-poorest-countries-if-joined-by-full-g-20-11586871963
https://www.ft.com/content/9cb75566-bfd2-4f25-81f7-55780ebdaa3d
https://www.ft.com/content/b5b1f2b4-ffd6-4408-8c77-3c6c08d704b6
https://www.ft.com/content/b5b1f2b4-ffd6-4408-8c77-3c6c08d704b6
https://www.ft.com/content/04ac783d-8ced-4e66-9437-78b607cbd8d4
https://www.ft.com/content/693f49e8-b8a9-4ed3-9d4a-cdfb591fefce
https://www.ft.com/content/693f49e8-b8a9-4ed3-9d4a-cdfb591fefce
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Iran:  Iranian naval forces seized a Hong Kong-flagged tanker and redirected the vessel into 

Iranian waters before releasing it, prompting a warning to ships along the Persian Gulf’s key oil 

export route.  The ship was reportedly searched on suspicion of smuggling, but the incident is 

consistent with Iran’s recent shipping harassment.  If this signals greater Iranian aggressiveness 

in the region, it could help provide a boost to global oil prices, although the market is still likely 

to be driven by the massive problem of oversupply. 
 

U.S. Economic Releases 
 

MBA mortgage applications rose 7.3% from the prior week.  Applications for purchases fell 

1.8% from the prior week, while refinancing applications rose 10.1% in that same period.  The 

average 30-year fixed rate fell by 2 bps from 3.47% to 3.45%. 

 

Although retails sales plummeted in March by the most ever, most of the declines in sales came 

from the autos sector.  Retail sales advance fell 8.7% from the prior month compared to 

expectations of an 8.0% drop.  The prior report’s loss was revised from 0.5% to 0.4%.  Retail 

sales excluding autos fell 4.5% from the prior month compared to expectations of a 5.0% 

decline.  Retail sales excluding autos and gas fell 3.1% from the prior month compared to 

expectations of a decrease of 5.2%.  Lastly, the retail sales control group rose 1.7% from the 

prior month compared to expectations of a 2.0% drop.  The prior report was revised from 

unchanged to a loss of 0.2%. 
 

 
 

This chart shows the annual change in overall retail sales excluding autos and the retail sales of 

motor.  As the chart shows, excluding motor vehicles, retail sales rose 2.1% from the prior year.  

Meanwhile, motor vehicles fell 6.2% from the prior year.  Hence, the overall decline in retail 

sales is because cars contribute quite heavily to the retail sales numbers.  That being said, it is 

likely that consumption was subdued in Q1 due to the virus. 

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/iranian-navy-temporarily-seizes-vessel-sparking-persian-gulf-alert-11586898580
https://www.wsj.com/articles/iranian-navy-temporarily-seizes-vessel-sparking-persian-gulf-alert-11586898580
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The Empire Manufacturing Index in April fell to its lowest point ever at -78.2; expectations for 

the reading were -35.0.  According the index, orders, shipments, employment, and the average 

work week all declined at a record pace as the pandemic weighed on manufacturing production.  

The chart below shows the six-month moving average of the Empire Manufacturing index.  The 

six-month moving average fell from +0.833 to -12.700. 
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In April, industrial production fell the most since 1946, dropping 5.4% from the prior month 

compared to expectations of a 4.0% decline.  Manufacturing production fell 6.1% from the prior 

month compared to expectations of a 4.1% drop.  The prior report was revised from a 0.6% 

decrease to a 0.5% decrease.  Meanwhile, capacity utilization came in at 72.7% compared to 

expectations of 74.0%. 
 

 
 

The chart above shows the level of the industrial production index.  The index currently sits at 

103.7, down from the previous month’s 109.6. 
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The table below lists the economic releases and Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day. 
 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

10:00 Business Inventories m/m Feb -0.4% -0.1% **

10:00 NAHB Housing Market Index m/m Apr 55 72 **

16:00 Net Long-term TIC Flows m/m Feb $20.9b **

16:00 Total Net TIC Flows m/m Feb $122.9b **

Speaker or event

13:00 Raphael Bostic to Speaks to Alabama Works President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta

14:00 US Federal Reserve Releases Beige Book

Fed Speakers or Events

Economic Releases

Members of the Board of Governors

District or position

 
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation.  
 
Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

China Foreign Direct Investment y/y Mar -14.1% -25.6% * Equity and bond neutral

India Wholesale Prices y/y Mar 1.0% 2.3% 1.4% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Australia ANZ Roy Morgan Weekly Consumption w/w 12-Apr 78.2 71.9 * Equity and bond neutral

Westpac Consumer Confidence Index m/m Apr 75.6 91.9 *** Equity bearish, bond bearish

Westpac Consumer Confidence m/m Apr -17.7% -3.8% ** Equity bearish, bond bearish

New Zealand REINZ House Sales y/y Mar -4.8% 9.2% ** Equity bearish, bond bearish

Food Prices m/m Mar 0.7% 0.0% *** Equity and bond neutral

Europe

France CPI EU Harmonized m/m Mar 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI m/m Mar 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI Ex-Tobacco Index m/m Mar 103.8 103.9 103.9 *** Equity and bond neutral

Italy CPI FOI Index Ex Tobacco m/m Mar 102.6 102.5 *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI EU Harmonized y/y Mar 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% *** Equity and bond neutral

General Government Debt m/m Feb 2.447 Tril 2.444 Tril ** Equity and bond neutral

Switzerland SECO Consumer Confidence q/q 2Q -40.0 -9.4 *** Equity bearish, bond bearish

AMERICAS

Brazil FGV Inflation IGP-10 m/m Apr 1.1% 0.6% 1.3% *** Equity and bond neutral

Economic Activity y/y Feb 0.6% 0.7% 0.7% ** Equity and bond neutral

Mexico International Reserves Weekly w/w 8-Apr $185.618 Bil $185.557 Bil ** Equity and bond neutral  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
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Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 122 131 -9 Down

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 15 17 -2 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 107 114 -7 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 8 8 0 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 0.68 0.75 -0.07 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -25 -22 -3 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) -48 -47 -1 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar Up Neutral

euro Down Up

yen Down Up

pound Down Down

franc Down Up  
 

Commodity Markets 

 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $28.40 $29.60 -4.05% Bearish IEA Report

WTI $19.49 $20.11 -3.08%

Natural Gas $1.62 $1.65 -1.64%

Crack Spread $14.02 $13.84 1.31%

12-mo strip crack $7.07 $6.94 1.83%

Ethanol rack $1.15 $1.16 -0.48%

Gold $1,721.20 $1,726.97 -0.33%

Silver $15.57 $15.75 -1.17%

Copper contract $228.85 $232.95 -1.76%

Corn contract 331.75$       332.25$       -0.15%

Wheat contract 538.50$       549.75$       -2.05%

Soybeans contract 859.00$       855.50$       0.41%

Baltic Dry Freight 679 635 44

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) 11.6

Gasoline (mb) 7.2

Distillates (mb) 1.4

Refinery run rates (%) -2.20%

Natural gas (bcf) 65.0

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for colder-than-normal temperatures for the 

Midwest and New England regions, with warmer-than-normal temperatures for the rest of the 

country.  Wet conditions are expected for most of the country, with dry conditions expected in 

the Dakotas and surrounding areas.
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Asset Allocation Weekly 
 

Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis. We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday. Note that this report is also offered as a separate document on our website. 
 

April 9, 2020 
 

One of the more controversial issues of the past bull market was the impact of share buybacks.  

The way we like to frame that issue is with the S&P 500 divisor.  The divisor is a number that is 

used to smooth out the index; when stocks leave the index, through replacement or mergers, or 

when new stock is issued or purchased, the divisor adjusts to prevent discrete jumps in the index.  

Therefore, if companies are buying back stock, the divisor will decline, all else held equal.   
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This chart shows the divisor and the S&P 500 from 1964.  In general, it would be reasonable to 

assume that as stock prices rise, but especially if the P/E multiple rises, companies would 

generally want to issue stock.  Thus, the divisor would be expected to follow the overall 

movement of the market.  And, from 1964 until 2004, that was generally true.  The two series 

were positively correlated at the 74.9% level.  However, from 2005 to the present, despite a 

major bull market from 2009 to 2020, the trend in the divisor was lower.  In fact, the sign of the 

correlation reversed to negative.   

 

The divisor is used to calculate earnings per share; a falling divisor boosts the earnings per share 

reading.  If we assume that the divisor had remained at the most recent peak in 2011, the chart 

below shows the impact on earnings per share. 

 

https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/asset-allocation-reports/asset-allocation-weekly/
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Sources:  Haver Analytics, CIM  
 

This chart shows operating earnings on a rolling four-quarter basis.  Using Q4 2019, the latest 

actual data available,1 the reported operating earnings per share was $157.12; adjusting for the 

2011 peak divisor shows a reading of $143.28.   

 

The extensive policy actions taken by the government and the Federal Reserve to backstop the 

economy and the financial markets will likely come with the costs of direct regulations and 

social control.  In other words, taking the government’s money or using the Fed’s balance sheet 

to simply support shareholders through dividends and buybacks is probably not going to be 

possible.  If that is the case, it is highly likely that earnings growth will be less than what we 

have seen in recent years.  Margins are another element we are monitoring; these have been 

remarkably strong for the past decade.  So far, we have not seen aggressive actions to reduce 

margins but a retreat from globalization and a return to regulation could bring down margins as 

well.   

   

  
 
 
 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative 
purposes only and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  The investment or strategy 
discussed may not be suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment 
objectives and financial circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  

 
1 These numbers will appear lower than what is commonly shown because we use data from Standard and Poor’s. 
The media usually reports data from Thomson/Reuters, the owners of I/B/E/S, the service that collects earnings 
estimates. Thomson/Reuters earnings tend to be about 7% higher than Standard and Poor’s. 
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Data Section 
 

 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 4/14/2020 close)  
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These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 4/14/2020 close) 
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Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

April 9, 2020 
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Based on our methodology,2 the current P/E is 17.1x, up 1.0x from last week.  The rise in the P/E 

was caused by the recovery in the S&P and falling earnings estimates. 

 

 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 

 

 
2 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes two actual quarters (Q3 and Q4) and two estimates (Q1). We take the S&P average for the quarter 
and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect (it will 
tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data and 
avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


